
A Polynomial-Time Fragment of Dominane ConstraintsAlexander Koller Kurt Mehlhorn� Joahim Niehrenkoller�oli.uni-sb.de mehlhorn�mpi-sb.mpg.de niehren�ps.uni-sb.deUniversity of the Saarland / �Max-Plank-Institute for Computer SieneSaarbr�uken, GermanyAbstratDominane onstraints are logialdesriptions of trees that are widelyused in omputational linguistis.Their general satis�ability problemis known to be NP-omplete. Herewe identify the natural fragment ofnormal dominane onstraints andshow that its satis�ability problemis in deterministi polynomial time.1 IntrodutionDominane onstraints are used as partialdesriptions of trees in problems through-out omputational linguistis. They havebeen applied to inremental parsing (Mar-us et al., 1983), grammar formalisms (Vijay-Shanker, 1992; Rambow et al., 1995; Duhierand Thater, 1999; Perrier, 2000), disourse(Gardent and Webber, 1998), and sope un-derspei�ation (Muskens, 1995; Egg et al.,1998).Logial properties of dominane onstraintshave been studied e.g. in (Bakofen et al.,1995), and omputational properties havebeen addressed in (Rogers and Vijay-Shanker,1994; Duhier and Gardent, 1999). Here, thetwo most important operations are satis�a-bility testing { does the onstraint desribe atree? { and enumerating solutions, i.e. thedesribed trees. Unfortunately, even the sat-is�ability problem has been shown to be NP-omplete (Koller et al., 1998). This has sheddoubt on their pratial usefulness.In this paper, we de�ne normal domi-nane onstraints, a natural fragment of dom-inane onstraints whose restritions should

be unproblemati for many appliations. Wepresent a graph algorithm that deides sat-is�ability of normal dominane onstraintsin polynomial time. Then we show how touse this algorithm to enumerate solutions ef-�iently.An example for an appliation of normaldominane onstraints is sope underspei�-ation: Constraints as in Fig. 1 an serveas underspei�ed desriptions of the semantireadings of sentenes suh as (1), onsideredas the strutural trees of the �rst-order rep-resentations. The dotted lines signify domi-nane relations, whih require the upper nodeto be an anestor of the lower one in any treethat �ts the desription.(1) Some representative of everydepartment in all ompanies saw asample of eah produt.The sentene has 42 readings (Hobbs andShieber, 1987), and it is easy to imaginehow the number of readings grows exponen-tially (or worse) in the length of the sen-tene. EÆient enumeration of readings fromthe desription is a longstanding problem insope underspei�ation. Our polynomialalgorithm solves this problem. Moreover,the investigation of graph problems that arelosely related to normal onstraints allows usto prove that many other underspei�ationformalisms { e.g. Minimal Reursion Seman-tis (Copestake et al., 1997) and Hole Seman-tis (Bos, 1996) { have NP-hard satis�abilityproblems. Our algorithm an still be used asa preproessing step for these approahes; infat, experiene shows that it seems to solveall enodings of desriptions in Hole Seman-tis that atually our.



8u �! �omp �u � � 8w �! �^ �� dept �w � � 9x �^ �^ �� repr �x � � 9y �^ �� ^ �spl �y � � 8z �! �prod �z � �in �w � u � of �x � w � see �x � y � of �y � z �Fig. 1: A dominane onstraint (from sope underspei�ation).2 Dominane ConstraintsIn this setion, we de�ne the syntax and se-mantis of dominane onstraints. The vari-ant of dominane onstraints we employ de-sribes onstrutor trees { ground terms overa signature of funtion symbols { rather thanfeature trees. f �g �a � a �Fig. 2: f(g(a; a))
So we assume a signa-ture � funtion symbolsranged over by f; g; : : : ,eah of whih is equippedwith an arity ar(f) �0. Constants { funtionsymbols of arity 0 { are ranged over by a; b.We assume that � ontains at least one on-stant and one symbol of arity at least 2.Finally, let Vars be an in�nite set of vari-ables ranged over by X;Y;Z. The variableswill denote nodes of a onstrutor tree. Wewill onsider onstrutor trees as direted la-beled graphs; for instane, the ground termf(g(a; a)) an be seen as the graph in Fig. 2.We de�ne an (unlabeled) tree to be a �-nite direted graph (V;E). V is a �nite set ofnodes ranged over by u; v; w, and E � V � Vis a set of edges denoted by e. The indegree ofeah node is at most 1; eah tree has exatlyone root, i.e. a node with indegree 0. We allthe nodes with outdegree 0 the leaves of thetree.A (�nite) onstrutor tree � is a pair (T;L)onsisting of a tree T = (V;E), a node labelingL : V ! �, and an edge labeling L : E !N, suh that for eah node u 2 V and eah1 � k � ar(L(u)), there is exatly one edge(u; v) 2 E with L((u; v)) = k.1 We draw1The symbol L is overloaded to serve both as anode and an edge labeling.

onstrutor trees as in Fig. 2, by annotatingnodes with their labels and ordering the edgesalong their labels from left to right. If � =((V;E); L), we write V� = V , E� = E, L� =L. Now we are ready to de�ne tree strutures,the models of dominane onstraints:De�nition 2.1. The tree struture M� of aonstrutor tree � is a �rst-order struturewith domain V� whih provides the dominanerelation ��� and a labeling relation for eahfuntion symbol f 2 �.Let u; v; v1; : : : vn 2 V� be nodes of � . Thedominane relationship u���v holds i� thereis a path from u to v in E� ; the labeling rela-tionship u:f � (v1; : : : ; vn) holds i� u is labeledby the n-ary symbol f and has the hildrenv1; : : : ; vn in this order; that is, L� (u) = f ,ar(f) = n, f(u; v1); : : : ; (u; vn)g � E� , andL� ((u; vi)) = i for all 1 � i � n.A dominane onstraint ' is a onjuntionof dominane, inequality, and labeling literalsof the following form where ar(f) = n:' ::= ' ^ '0 j X��Y j X 6=Yj X:f(X1; : : : ;Xn)
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Fig. 3: An unsat-is�able onstraint
Let Var(') be the set ofvariables of '. A pair ofa tree struture M� anda variable assignment � :Var(') ! V� satis�es 'i� it satis�es eah literalin the obvious way. Wesay that (M� ; �) is a solution of ' in thisase; ' is satis�able if it has a solution.We usually draw dominane onstraints asonstraint graphs. For instane, the on-straint graph for X:f(X1;X2) ^ X1��Y ^



X2��Y is shown in Fig. 3. As for trees, weannotate node labels to nodes and order treeedges from left to right; dominane edges aredrawn dotted. The example happens to beunsatis�able beause trees annot branh up-wards.De�nition 2.2. Let ' be a dominane on-straint that does not ontain two labeling on-straints for the same variable.2 Then the on-straint graph for ' is a direted labeled graphG(') = (Var('); E; L). It ontains a (par-tial) node labeling L : Var(')  � and anedge labeling L : E ! N [ f��g.The sets of edges E and labels L ofthe graph G(') are de�ned in dependeneof the literals in ': The labeling literalX:f(X1; : : : ;Xn) belongs to ' i� L(X) = fand for eah 1 � i � n, (X;Xi) 2 E andL((X;Xi)) = i. The dominane literal X��Yis in ' i� (X;Y ) 2 E and L((X;Y )) = ��.Note that inequalities in onstraints are notrepresented by the orresponding onstraintgraph. We de�ne (solid) fragments of a on-straint graph to be maximal sets of nodes thatare onneted over tree edges.3 Normal Dominane ConstraintsSatis�ability of dominane onstraints an bedeided easily in non-deterministi polyno-mial time; in fat, it is NP-omplete (Kolleret al., 1998).
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The NP-hardnessproof relies on thefat that solid frag-ments an \overlap"properly. For illustra-tion, onsider the on-straint X:f(X1;X2) ^Y :f(Y1; Y2) ^ Y��X ^ X��Y1, whose on-straint graph is shown in Fig. 4. In a solu-tion of this onstraint, either Y or Y1 must bemapped to the same node as X; if X = Y ,the two fragments overlap properly. In theappliations in omputational linguistis, wetypially don't want proper overlap; X should2Every onstraint an be brought into this form byintroduing auxiliary variables and expressing X=Yas X��Y ^ Y��X.

never be identi�ed with Y , only with Y1. Thesublass of dominane onstraints that ex-ludes proper overlap (and �xes some minorinonvenienes) is the lass of normal domi-nane onstraints.De�nition 3.1. A dominane onstraint 'is alled normal i� for all variables X;Y;Z 2Var('),1. X 6= Y in ' i� both X:f(: : : ) andY :g(: : : ) in ', where f and g may beequal (no overlap);32. X only appears one as a parent andone as a hild in a labeling literal (tree-shaped fragments);3. if X��Y in ', neither X:f(: : : ) norZ:f(: : : Y : : : ) are (dominanes go fromholes to roots);4. if X��Y in ', then there are Z; f suhthat Z:f(: : : X : : : ) in ' (no empty frag-ments).Fragments of normal onstraints are tree-shaped, so they have a unique root and leaves.We all unlabeled leaves holes. If X is a vari-able, we an de�ne R'(X) to be the root ofthe fragment ontaining X. Note that byCondition 1 of the de�nition, the onstraintgraph spei�es all the inequality literals in anormal onstraint. All onstraint graphs inthe rest of the paper will represent normalonstraints.The main result of this paper, whih weprove in Setion 4, is that the restrition tonormal onstraints indeed makes satis�abilitypolynomial:Theorem 3.2. Satis�ability of normal domi-nane onstraints is O((k+1)3n2 logn), wheren is the number of variables in the onstraint,and k is the maximum number of dominaneedges into the same node in the onstraintgraph.In the appliations, k will be small { insope underspei�ation, for instane, it is3Allowing more inequality literals does not makesatis�ability harder, but the pathologial ase X 6= Xinvalidates the simple graph-theoretial harateriza-tions below.



bounded by the maximum number of argu-ments a verb an take in the language if wedisregard VP modi�ation. So we an saythat satis�ability of the linguistially relevantdominane onstraints is O(n2 logn).4 A Polynomial Satis�ability TestNow we derive the satis�ability algorithmthat proves Theorem 3.2 and prove it orret.In Setion 5, we embed it into an enumera-tion algorithm. An alternative proof of The-orem 3.2 is by redution to a graph problemdisussed in (Althaus et al., 2000); this moreindiret approah is skethed in Setion 6.Throughout this setion and the next, wewill employ the following non-deterministihoie rule (Distr), where X;Y are di�erentvariables.(Distr) ' ^X��Z ^ Y��Z! ' ^X��R'(Y ) ^ Y��Z_ ' ^ Y��R'(X) ^X��ZIn eah appliation, we an pik one of thedisjunts on the right-hand side. For instane,we get Fig. 5b by hoosing the seond disjuntin a rule appliation to Fig. 5a.The rule is sound if the left-hand side is nor-mal: X��Z ^ Y��Z entails X��Y _ Y��X,whih entails the right-hand side disjuntionbeause of onditions 1, 2, 4 of normality andX 6= Y . Furthermore, it preserves normality:If the left-hand side is normal, so are bothpossible results.We de�ne a normal dominane onstraint' to be in solved form i� (Distr) is not ap-pliable to ' and G(') is yle-free. Everyonstraint in solved form is satis�able.4.1 Charaterizing Satis�abilityIn a �rst step, we haraterize the unsatis�a-bility of a normal onstraint by the existeneof ertain yles in the undireted version ofits graph (Proposition 4.3). Reall that a y-le in a graph is simple if it does not ontainthe same node twie.De�nition 4.1. A yle in an undiretedonstraint graph is alled hypernormal if itdoes not ontain two adjaent dominaneedges that emanate from the same node.
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a � Z b �(a) (b)Fig. 5: (a) A onstraint that entails X��Y ,and (b) the result of trying to arrange Yabove X. The yle in (b) is hypernormal,the one in (a) is not.For instane, the yle in the left-handgraph in Fig. 5 is not hypernormal, whereasthe yle in the right-hand one is.Lemma 4.2. A normal dominane on-straint whose undireted graph has a simplehypernormal yle is unsatis�able.Proof. Let ' be a normal dominane on-straint whose undireted graph ontains asimple hypernormal yle. Assume �rst thatit ontains a simple hypernormal yle C thatis also a yle in the direted graph. There isat least one leaf of a fragment on C; let Ybe suh a leaf. Beause ' is normal, Y hasa mother X via a tree edge, and X is on Cas well. That is, X must dominate Y but isproperly dominated by Y in any solution of', so ' is unsatis�able.In partiular, if an undireted onstraintgraph has a simple hypernormal yle C withonly one dominane edge, C is also a diretedyle, so the onstraint is unsatis�able. Nowwe an ontinue indutively. Let ' be a on-straint with an undireted simple hypernor-mal yle C of length l, and suppose we knowthat all onstraints with yles of length lessthan l are unsatis�able. If C is a diretedyle, we are done (see above); otherwise,the edges in C must hange diretions some-where. Beause ' is normal, this means thatthere must be a node Z that has two inomingdominane edges (X;Z); (Y;Z) whih are ad-jaent edges in C. If X and Y are in the same



fragment, ' is trivially unsatis�able. Other-wise, let '1 and '2 be the two onstraints ob-tained from ' by one appliation of (Distr) toX;Y;Z. Let C1 be the sequene of edges weobtain from C by replaing the path from Xto R'(Y ) via Z by the edge (X;R'(Y )). Cis hypernormal and simple, so no two dom-inane edges in C emanate from the samenode; hene, the new edge is the only dom-inane edge in C1 emanating from X, andC1 is a hypernormal yle in the undiretedgraph of '1. C1 is still simple, as we haveonly removed nodes. But the length of C1is stritly less than l, so '1 is unsatis�ableby indution hypothesis. An analogous ar-gument shows unsatis�ability of '2. But be-ause (Distr) is sound, this means that ' isunsatis�able too.Proposition 4.3. A normal dominane on-straint is satis�able i� its undireted on-straint graph has no simple hypernormal y-le.Proof. The diretion that a normal onstraintwith a simple hypernormal yle is unsatis�-able is shown in Lemma 4.2.For the onverse, we �rst de�ne an ordering'1 � '2 on normal dominane onstraints: itholds if both onstraints have the same vari-ables, labeling and inequality literals, and ifthe reahability relation of G('1) is a subsetof that of G('2). If the subset inlusion isproper, we write '1 < '2. We all a on-straint ' irredundant if there is no normalonstraint '0 with fewer dominane literalsbut ' � '0. If ' is irredundant and G(')is ayli, both results of applying (Distr) to' are stritly greater than '.Now let ' be a onstraint whose undiretedgraph has no simple hypernormal yle. Wean assume without loss of generality that' is irredundant; otherwise we make it irre-dundant by removing dominane edges, whihdoes not introdue new hypernormal yles.If (Distr) is not appliable to ', ' is insolved form and hene satis�able. Otherwise,we know that both results of applying the ruleare stritly greater than '. It an be shownthat one of the results of an appliation of the

distribution rule ontains no simple hypernor-mal yle. We omit this argument for lak ofspae; details an be found in the proof ofTheorem 3 in (Althaus et al., 2000). Further-more, the maximal length of a < inreasinghain of onstraints is bounded by n2, wheren is the number of variables. Thus, appli-ations of (Distr) an only be iterated a �-nite number of times on onstraints withoutsimple hypernormal yles (given redundanyelimination), and it follows by indution that' is satis�able.4.2 Testing for Simple HypernormalCylesWe an test an undireted onstraint graphfor the presene of simple hypernormal ylesby solving a perfet weighted mathing prob-lem on an auxiliary graph A(G(')). Perfetweighted mathing in an undireted graphG = (V;E) with edge weights is the prob-lem of seleting a subset E0 of edges suh thateah node is adjaent to exatly one edge inE0, and the sum of the weights of the edgesin E0 is maximal.The auxiliary graph A(G(')) we onsider isan undireted graph with two types of edges.For every edge e = (v; w) 2 G(') we havetwo nodes ev; ew in A(G(')). The edges areas follows:(Type A) For every edge e in G(') we havethe edge fev; ewg.(Type B) For every node v and distintedges e; f whih are both inident to vin G('), we have the edge fev; fvg if ei-ther v is not a leaf, or if v is a leaf andeither e or f is a tree edge.We give type A edges weight zero and type Bedges weight one. Now it an be shown (Al-thaus et al., 2000, Lemma 2) that A(G('))has a perfet mathing of positive weight i�the undireted version of G(') ontains a sim-ple hypernormal yle. The proof is by on-struting positive mathings from yles, andvie versa.Perfet weighted mathing on a graph withn nodes and m edges an be done in time



O(nm logn) (Galil et al., 1986). The math-ing algorithm itself is beyond the sope ofthis paper; for an implementation (in C++)see e.g. (Mehlhorn and N�aher, 1999). Nowlet's say that k is the maximum number ofdominane edges into the same node in G('),then A(G(')) has O((k + 1)n) nodes andO((k + 1)2n) edges. This shows:Proposition 4.4. A onstraint graph an betested for simple hypernormal yles in timeO((k+1)3n2 log n), where n is the number ofvariables and k is the maximum number ofdominane edges into the same node.This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3.2:We an test satis�ability of a normal on-straint by �rst onstruting the auxiliarygraph and then solving its weighted math-ing problem, in the time laimed.4.3 Hypernormal ConstraintsIt is even easier to test the satis�ability ofa hypernormal dominane onstraint { a nor-mal dominane onstraint in whose onstraintgraph no node has two outgoing dominaneedges. A simple orollary of Prop. 4.3 for thisspeial ase is:Corollary 4.5. A hypernormal onstraint issatis�able i� its undireted onstraint graph isayli.This means that satis�ability of hypernor-mal onstraints an be tested in linear timeby a simple depth-�rst searh.5 Enumerating SolutionsNow we embed the satis�ability algorithmsfrom the previous setion into an algorithmfor enumerating the irredundant solved formsof onstraints. A solved form of the normalonstraint ' is a normal onstraint '0 whihis in solved form and ' � '0, with respet tothe � order from the proof of Prop. 4.3.4Irredundant solved forms of a onstraintare very similar to its solutions: Their on-straint graphs are tree-shaped, but may still4In the literature, solved forms with respet to theNP saturation algorithms an ontain additional la-beling literals. Our notion of an irredundant solvedform orresponds to a minimal solved form there.

1. Chek satis�ability of '. If it is unsatis-�able, terminate with failure.2. Make ' irredundant.3. If ' is in solved form, terminate with su-ess.4. Otherwise, apply the distribution ruleand repeat the algorithm for both results.Fig. 6: Algorithm for enumerating all irre-dundant solved forms of a normal onstraint.ontain dominane edges. Every solution ofa onstraint is a solution of one of its irre-dundant solved forms. However, the numberof irredundant solved forms is always �nite,whereas the number of solutions typially isnot: X:a^Y :b is in solved form, but eah so-lution must ontain an additional node witharbitrary label that ombines X and Y into atree (e.g. f(a; b), g(a; b)). That is, we an ex-trat a solution from a solved form by \addingmaterial" if neessary.The main workhorse of the enumeration al-gorithm, shown in Fig. 6, is the distributionrule (Distr) we have introdued in Setion 4.As we have already argued, (Distr) an be ap-plied at most n2 times. Eah end result is insolved form and irredundant. On the otherhand, distribution is an equivalene transfor-mation, whih preserves the total set of solvedforms of the onstraints after the same itera-tion. Finally, the redundany elimination inStep 2 an be done in time O((k+1)n2) (Ahoet al., 1972). This proves:Theorem 5.1. The algorithm in Fig. 6 enu-merates exatly the irredundant solved formsof a normal dominane onstraint ' in timeO((k+1)4n4N logn), where N is the numberof irredundant solved forms, n is the numberof variables, and k is the maximum numberof dominane edges into the same node.Of ourse, the number of irredundantsolved forms an still be exponential in thesize of the onstraint. Note that for hypernor-



mal onstraints, we an replae the quadratisatis�ability test by the linear one, and wean skip Step 2 of the enumeration algorithmbeause hypernormal onstraints are alwaysirredundant. This improves the runtime ofenumeration to O((k + 1)n3N).6 RedutionsInstead of proving Theorem 4.3 diretly aswe have done above, we an also redue it toa on�guration problem of dominane graphs(Althaus et al., 2000), whih provides a moregeneral perspetive on related problems aswell. Dominane graphs are unlabeled, di-reted graphs G = (V;E ℄ D) with tree edgesE and dominane edges D. Nodes with no in-oming tree edges are alled roots, and nodeswith no outgoing ones are alled leaves; dom-inane edges only go from leaves to roots. Aon�guration of G is a graph G0 = (V;E ℄E0)suh that every edge inD is realized by a pathin G0. The following results are proved in (Al-thaus et al., 2000):1. Con�gurability of dominane graphs is inO((k + 1)3n2 logn), where k is the max-imum number of dominane edges intothe same node.2. If we speify a subset V 0 � V of losedleaves (we all the others open) and re-quire that only open leaves an haveoutgoing edges in E0, the on�gurabilityproblem beomes NP-omplete. (Thisis shown by enoding a strongly NP-omplete partitioning problem.)3. If we require in addition that every openleaf has an outgoing edge in E0, the prob-lem stays NP-omplete.Satis�ability of normal dominane onstraintsan be redued to the �rst problem in thelist by deleting all labels from the onstraintgraph. The redution an be shown to beorret by enoding models as on�gurationsand vie versa.On the other hand, the third problem anbe redued to the problems of whether there

is a plugging for a desription in Hole Seman-tis (Bos, 1996), or whether a given MRS de-sription an be resolved (Copestake et al.,1997), or whether a given normal dominaneonstraints has a onstrutive solution.5 Thisredution is by deleting all labels and makingleaves that had nullary labels losed. Thismeans that (the equivalent of) deiding satis-�ability in these approahes is NP-hard.The ruial di�erene between e.g. satis�-ability and onstrutive satis�ability of nor-mal dominane onstraints is that it is pos-sible that a solved form has no onstrutivesolutions. This happens e.g. in the examplefrom Setion 5, X:a ^ Y :b. The onstraint,whih is in solved form, is satis�able e.g. bythe tree f(a; b); but every solution must on-tain an additional node with a binary label,and hene annot be onstrutive.For pratial purposes, however, it an stillmake sense to enumerate the irredundantsolved forms of a normal onstraint even if weare interested only in onstrutive solution:It is ertainly heaper to try to �nd onstru-tive solutions of solved forms than of arbitraryonstraints. In fat, experiene indiates thatfor those onstraints we really need in sopeunderspei�ation, all solved forms do haveonstrutive solutions { although it is not yetknown why. This means that our enumera-tion algorithm an in pratie be used withouthange to enumerate onstrutive solutions,and it is straightforward to adapt it e.g. toan enumeration algorithm for Hole Semantis.7 ConlusionWe have investigated normal dominane on-straints, a natural sublass of general dom-inane onstraints. We have given anO(n2 logn) satis�ability algorithm for themand integrated it into an algorithm that enu-merates all irredundant solved forms in timeO(Nn4 log n), where N is the number of irre-dundant solved forms.5A onstrutive solution is one where every nodein the model is the image of a variable for whiha labeling literal is in the onstraint. Informally,this means that the solution only ontains \material"\mentioned" in the onstraint.
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